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MOVE!  

AUTHOR: STEVE JENKINS 

ILLUSTRATOR: ROBIN PAGE  

See a video of the book read aloud here:  Move! 

** REMEMBER: HAVE FUN AND THE KIDS WILL TOO! ** 

OVERVIEW 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

A variety of animals move in different ways, the movement of one animal leading to the 

movement of the next. It’s a kind of handing off, from one animal to another – a circle of 

movement. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Steve Jenkins was born in Hickory, North Carolina. When he was young, he worked with his father 

(a scientist) on a book about the Solar System. He has lived in North Carolina, Panama, Virginia, 

Kansas, and Colorado. Wherever he lived, he kept a menagerie of lizards, turtles, spiders, and 

other animals, collected rocks and fossils, and blew things up in his small chemistry lab. Steve 

went to art school in North Carolina, where he studied graphic design. Then he moved to New 

York City and worked with his wife, Robin Page, in their small graphic design firm. Robin is also an 

author and illustrator and a frequent collaborator (they've made sixteen children's books 

together). They now live in Boulder, Colorado, with their three children. His children ask him a lot 

of questions, which give him ideas for stories. 

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Robin Page was born in Reidsville, N.C., and grew up on a farm with her four siblings. At an early 

age, she learned how to plant corn, chase chickens, herd cows, and drive tractors. Art was her 

favorite subject in high school, and she went School of Design at North Carolina State University 

and The Cooper Union in New York City. She and her husband, Steve Jenkins, founded a graphic 

design firm in NYC. She now lives in Boulder, CO, where she and Steve continue to write and 

illustrate children’s books. Robin likes to read, watch movies, garden, practice yoga, hike, ski and 

travel 

THE READ ALOUD 

BEFORE READING   

Use these questions before reading the story to help students activate background knowledge and 
make predictions:  

• Looking at the cover, I wonder what this book is about. What do you think? 

• Does anyone know what the red mark on the cover is? 

• (Open the book jacket out so that students can see the front and the back together). 

What is the shape that the words make?  

TOPICS & THEMES: 

• MOVEMENT 

• ANIMALS 

• LANGUAGE PLAY 

• COMMONALITY 

 
Tips for every book! 

POWER PHRASES: 

I WONDER… 

I NOTICE… 

TELL ME MORE… 

 

 

DIGGING DEEPER: 

“Tell me more, why do 

you think that?” 

“How do you know 

that? 

“Why do you think they 

feel like that?” 

“Interesting, did you 

notice anything else?” 

 

MOVE! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gq_xd0sSnWc&index=165&list=PLsxhaZKvViNrKZDoiKTT_a7blFTit-0zc&t=4s


DURRING THE STORY  

Use these questions while reading the story to help students interpret the action and content.  

Emergent Literacy (Comprehension - connections to world/self - print referencing - open ended questions - phonological 

awareness). 

• How would a crocodile snag its prey?  

• Can you slither like a snake? 

• Where do penguins live? And what do you think a waddle looks like? (Ask to stand on spot and all waddle). 

• Can spiders actually fly? How do they get from one place to another? 

• Sometimes the author includes facts at the end of the book that talk a lot more about each animal. (Show the addendum 

and all the facts included. Read about one animal) 

AFTER READING  

Use these questions while after reading the story to help students understand what they just read.  

• How many different ways did each animal move in this book? 

• How might an animal with no legs move? 

BRINGING THE BOOK TO LIFE 

• Can you move like the animals in the book? Let’s see how high you can all leap on the spot? 

COOPERATIVE LEARNING 

• Think of other animals, not shown in this story (horse, dog/cat, etc). Without telling your partner the animal you’re think ing 

of, show your partner how the animal moves. Have your partner guess what animal you chose.  

1. EXTENSION ACTIVITY  

• Create animals out of torn paper (just like the images in the book are created with paper collage) 

• Form a circle and move around the circle like each of the animals in the book; think of other animals and how they 

move 


